
 

Word Sorts – Sórtáil Focal 

 
Word sorts are hands on activities that involve learners sorting words into 
categories that share a particular feature such as: sound, pattern, or meaning.  
Word features are chosen to reflect the developmental level of the children in the 
group. Word sorts may be done repeatedly. Mastery is manifested in increased 
speed and accuracy.  
There are two main types of word sort: open sorts and closed sorts. For a closed 
word sort, the teacher provides students with the categories into which they will 
sort the words. For an open word sort, the teacher asks the groups to suggest 
categories for organising the words. Is féidir na scileanna a aistriú idir Gaeilge agus 
Béarla. 

              

                      
 
 

Examples of word sorts       Samplaí Types of word sort activities 
By initial sound or blend. 
Words that end the same  
Syllables 
Vowel sounds 
A spelling pattern or string 
Word families 
Words that highlight a spelling   
rule and exceptions 
Words with prefixes or suffixes 
Root words 
Etymology (word Origin) 
Words with schwa sound 
Homophones 
Synonyms and antonyms 
Plural endings 

Túsfhuaimeanna  
Rím 
Siollaí 
Gutaí 
Patrúin litreacha 
Caol agus leathan 
Le séimhiú nó urú 
Táthmhíreanna 
Fréamhfhocail 
Réimniú na mbriathra 
Guta cúnta 
Comhainmneacha 
Comhchiallaigh 
Frithchiallaigh 
Iolraí 
 

Closed sort 
 Students are given pre-set categories to sort their words into. 
Open sort  
Students or groups determine their own categories for sorting a group of words. 
Repeated sorts 
Students repeat the sorts at home or on another day. 
Timed sort 
A type of repeated sort where students try to beat the clock or their best time. 
Blind sort  
Words are called out by another, and the student indicates which category the word belongs to. 
Written Sort 
A type of blind sort where the student writes the word under the correct category. 
Word hunt  
The students try to find words that match the patterns in real texts. 
Recording words  
Word sorts can be recorded by writing or sticking into a notebook or anchor chart. 

Possible Extension to Learning Outcomes: 

 Reading learning Outcomes 4, 5, and 6: Phonological Awareness; Phonics, word recognition, and word study; Vocabulary. Léitheoireacht: Feasacht 
fhóineolaíoch agus fhóinéimeach; Fónaic, aithint focal, agus staidéar ar fhocail; Stór Focal. 

 Oral learning outcomes 4 and 8: Sentence Structure and Grammar, and Categorisation.  Teanga ó Bhéal: Struchtúr abairte agus gramadach, agus Catagóiriú 



 

 

 

 

Other Relevant Resources: 
PDST Workshop on Word Study and related resources 
https://www.pdst.ie/node/5694 
 
Reading curriculum support material ‘Fónaic’ 
https://www.curriculumonline.ie/Primary/Curriculum-Areas/Primary-Language/Resources/Support-Materials/Reading-PLC-Support-Materials.pdf?ext=.pdf 
 
NEPS Balance Approach to Literacy. Section 6.2 Spelling pages 66-72 
https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Services/National-Educational-Psychological-Service-NEPS-/Balanced-Approach-to-Literacy-Development-in-the-
Early-Years-.pdf  
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